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Salsa mini Short

Price 17.38 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 5 days

Number 1599

Manufacturer SKOFF

Product description
SALSA SHORT Mini is a smaller version of the main product of this line. The width and length of the sides of the housing is 6cm
like a hole mounting or tin electro-installation should have a diameter of 5cm. The producer of the collection is a Polish
company SALSA SKOFF, successful international trade fairs. We chose the device to our store, due to the persistence - 50
thousand. burning hours with the power consumption at 0,4W a very good performance. There is also a 2-year manufacturer's
warranty.

For lovers of simplicity and modern design we have a consistent design. SALSA family is based on a square in matt brass.
There is, however, the appearance is the most characteristic feature. Short distinguished collection tucked away in the
housing LED module, seaworthy only on one side. You can thus create a curtain of light effect. The standard LED module can
shine in warm white color temperature of 3500-4000 K.

Ascetic form of the fixture allows you to create the room a lighting system that we need. Neutral appearance will not be
conspicuous or in the office, or in your room, or the kitchen, but when you turn on the light - ensuring safety in movement, it
will create a unique atmosphere, will highlight the interior space, or the wider architecture of the room. Specifically, the
device has been created to illuminate routes, risers, staircases, or for example. Cavity wall.

LED lighting fixture designed to illuminate routes.
benefits:
The effect of light curtain
Long life - 50 000 hours
Very low energy consumption
solid construction
Material: Stainless steel or aluminum
Application:
Highlighting routes
stairs
risers
Furniture site
Decorating the walls with light
available types

Technical data
Supply voltage: 10 V DC
Light source: non-exchangeable LED module
Color temperature:
3500-4000 K (WW warm white)
5000-7000 K (W cool white)
Luminous flux [lm]:
Luminous efficacy [lm / W]:
Mounting:
canned electro-installation Ø50
in the hole Ø50
The degree of protection IP 56
Type of connection: Parallel
Recommended Power: ZOL6, ZOL7, ZOL15, ZOL16
trade data
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Device dimensions: 60 x 60 mm
Warranty Period: 24 months
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